MEDIA OPPORTUNITY

END OF THE AUSTRALIAN DREAM?
Young Brisbane professionals to debate housing affordability
BRISBANE - From rising costs to growing debt, young professionals in Brisbane will be
debating whether they are the unlucky generation or if there is a new Australian dream on the
horizon this Thursday [13/07/17].
‘Disrupting the Australian Dream’ will see debates on housing affordability, supply and demand
of housing, city-living versus affordable outlying suburbs, quality of life, ‘dipping into
superannuation’, changing technology and much more at The Hive from 5-45 pm.
It has been organised by a group of volunteers called FutureNet and industry-body Consult
Australia, to provide young professionals with a relaxed environment to debate issues of
relevance to their lives and their city.
Jillian Carney, Consult Australia State Manager for Queensland, said: “This is such an important
issue for young people. As home ownership becomes less likely due to number of economic
factors, there must be a shift in aspirations. In some respect, ownership has become less
important through the sharing economy, but it remains important to discuss and understand the
aspirations and personal goals of young people in how and where they want to live.”
Experts Malcolm Middleton, the Queensland Government Architect, and Chris Isles from Place
Design Group, will provide further insight but young professionals will lead the debate.
Will Sinclair, Chair of FutureNet, said: “Whereas previous generations had certainty in their
aspirations, be it a house or employment, the outlook for our generation is less clear. House
prices continue to rise and many do not know what the jobs of the future will be, so it’s
important to constantly reassess and determine our own Australian Dream.”
Tickets cost $55 or $35
www.consultaustralia.com.au
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1. For further information please call Kevin Keith on 0420901276
2. About FutureNet: Futurenet is a network of young professionals who volunteer their time
to engage other young professionals about issues affecting their city and learn new skills.
3. About Consult Australia: Consult Australia is the industry association representing
consulting firms operating in the built and natural environment sectors. These services
include design, engineering, architecture, technology, survey, legal and management
solutions for individual consumers through to major companies in the private and public
sector including local, state and federal governments. We represent an industry comprising
some 48, 900 firms across Australia, ranging from sole practitioners through to some of
Australia’s top 500 firms with combined revenue exceeding $40 billion a year.
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